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As an international law firm, Baker Botts understands the importance of protecting its 

clients’ interests at all stages of growth, including the investment term sheet stage. This 

chapter outlines the most frequently negotiated aspects of term sheets associated with 

raising investment and can be used as an initial guide for founders upon receiving one.

A term sheet (also referred to as the heads of terms, letter of intent or memorandum 

of understanding) will be the likely product of successful meetings between the 

founder, or founders, of the company (‘Founders’) and an investor, or investors, 

(‘Investors’). The term sheet summarises the major commercial terms agreed by the 

Investors and the Founders and will provide the framework for drafting the binding 

legal documents that will set out the investment into the company.

Although typically non-binding, the term sheet is an important step in the 

investment process that evidences the Investors’ and the Founders’ shared 

understanding of the transaction and, more importantly, the Investors’ intent to 

invest. Once key terms are established in the term sheet, it is often difficult to 

change them in the binding legal investment documents that will follow. It makes 

sense to involve lawyers when negotiating the term sheet (as well as ensuring the 

term sheet is not legally binding if it is not intended to be).

The key legal investment documents that will result from the term sheet include:

a.  new constitutional documents for the company, known as the articles of 

association (‘Articles’), although depending on the existing capital structure 

of the company and the equity and rights being offered to Investors, it may be 

enough to amend the existing Articles;

b.  a shareholders agreement, which sets out how the company and its shareholders, 

particularly the Investors, will deal with each other after the investment (the 

‘Shareholders Agreement’); and

c.  a subscription agreement (‘Subscription Agreement’), which primarily set outs:

 i. the price per share being paid by the investors;

 ii. the number of shares in the company to be issued to the Investors;

iii.  how the company may use the investment funds (Investors often put restrictions 

on the company using the investment funds to pay down existing debt); and
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iv.  the logistics of the investment (i.e. the 

date on which the investment funds are 

to be transferred to the company and the 

date on which the shares are to be issued).

Often, the Subscription Agreement and 

Shareholders Agreement are combined into 

a single agreement referred to as either a 

Subscription and Shareholders Agreement, or 

an Investment Agreement.

ECONOMIC TERMS

VALUATION
Often, the most contentious and negotiated term 

of any term sheet is the valuation of the company 

(discussions around the valuation usually begin 

prior to drafting the term sheet).

When considering and discussing valuation, the 

following three terms are important:

 ■ pre-money valuation – the agreed value of the 

company prior to the Investors providing money;

 ■ the investment amount – the amount of 

money being offered by the Investors; and

 ■ post-money valuation – the valuation of 

the company after the investment has 

taken place; it is the sum of the pre-money 

valuation and the investment amount.

When engaging with Investors, Founders should 

ensure that both parties are referring to the same 

valuation metric (i.e. pre-money valuation or post-

money valuation). Although an obvious point, this 

is often missed and can lead to subsequent issues 

because the Investors and Founders are working 

on the basis of different valuations.

The pre-money valuation of a company 

determines the price per share issued to the 

Investors and helps Investors decide how much 

money to invest in the company. The Investors 

will stress test the valuation and examine the 

company’s financial statements closely. The 

Founders should be able to robustly support 

their suggested pre-money valuation with a 

good business plan that incorporates strong 

financial projections and defensible underlying 

assumptions.

ISSUE PRICE
The price per share issued to the Investors is 

calculated by dividing the pre-money valuation 

by the number of shares in the company prior 

to the investment being made. The Investors 

typically insist on the number of shares being 

calculated on a ‘fully diluted’ basis (meaning 

the pre-money valuation is divided by the 

number of shares, options, warrants and 

any other debt or equity right that can be 

converted into shares, otherwise known as 

convertible securities). It is preferable for the 

Founders and other existing shareholders for 

the calculation to only include issued shares. 

If the number of shares is calculated on a fully 

diluted basis, the Investors essentially shield 

themselves from dilution when the convertible 

securities eventually convert. Further, the more 

shares the pre-money valuation is divided 

by, the lower the issue price, the more shares 

to be issued to the Investor and the higher 

its percentage holding in the company post-

investment.

LIQUIDATION PREFERENCES
On a sale, dissolution or distribution of assets of 

the company (a ‘Liquidation Event’), liquidation 

preferences (occasionally referred to as the 

‘waterfall’) entitle the Investors to recoup 

EXAMPLE 1.  Valuation

The pre-money valuation of the company is: £4 million

The investment amount is: £1 million

This would give a post-money valuation of: £5 million

Post-investment, the Investors would own 20 per cent of the company (£1 million being  

20 per cent of £5 million).
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EXAMPLE 2.  Issue Price

The pre-money valuation of the company is: £4 million

Investment amount: £1 million

The issued share total: 100,000 shares

The fully diluted share capital comprised of:
 ■ 100,000 issued shares
 ■ 50,000 warrants (convertible into shares)
 ■ 50,000 options (convertible into shares)

 200,000 shares

Price per share on a fully diluted basis: £20 per share

Price per share on an issued share basis: £40 per share

£1 million investment on a fully diluted basis would result in the Investor being issued 50,000 

shares. £1 million investment on an issued share basis would result in the Investor being issued 

25,000 shares.

their investment before money is returned to 

the Founders or other shareholders who did 

not pay for shares at the same time, or at the 

same valuation, as the Investors. This is not an 

unreasonable request on the part of the Investors, 

but most future Investors will expect to receive 

the same rights as existing Investors. Therefore, 

once an Investor is given a liquidation preference, 

it is very likely that the same right will need to be 

given to each round of Investors thereafter.

Without a liquidation preference, if the 

company were to be sold soon after the 

Investors had invested at or below the post-

money valuation, the shareholders would 

share in the proceeds of sale, dissolution or 

distribution equally with the Investors and 

the Investors would lose a large proportion of 

their investment. For example, if the company 

in Example 1 were sold the day after the 

investment at the post-money valuation, the 

Investors would only receive £200,000  

(i.e. 20 per cent) of the £1 million they had 

originally invested.

Typically, Investors will seek to receive a 

liquidation preference by being issued a 

separate class of preference shares, which grant 

the Investors higher priority as compared to 

the holders of ordinary shares in the company. 

Although additional rights can be attached to 

preference shares, it is certainly common to 

see a 1x preference in term sheets. Liquidation 

preferences in excess of 1x can be proposed by 

Investors and, in certain circumstances, may 

be reasonable – for example, if the Investors 

have agreed on a particularly high pre-money 

valuation, based on ambitious projections and 

business targets.

In addition to standard liquidation preference 

provisions, Founders should also be aware of 

‘participation’ liquidation preference provisions, 

which entitle Investors to receive proceeds 

equivalent to the amount they invested (or a 

multiple thereof) before sale proceeds or assets 

are distributed based on their shareholding.

CONTROL TERMS
Upon investing, Investors will usually seek 

a degree of control over the company. This 

is normal and typically achieved by (1) the 

Investors’ right to appoint a director or directors 

(or observers) and (2) consent matters.

These investor rights are usually referred to 

as ‘negative controls’; they enable Investors to 

block or obstruct decisions that they do not 

agree with or that they believe will impact their 

investment. However, they do not enable the 

Investors to force the company to do things 

(i.e. they are not ‘positive controls’), other than 

as a result of the leverage they have under the 

negative controls.
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THE RIGHT TO APPOINT DIRECTORS
Almost invariably, the term sheet will contain 

a right for the Investors to appoint a director 

to the board of the company. This allows the 

Investors to be involved with the day-to-day 

running of the company. It is important to note 

that the Articles and Investment Agreement 

usually state that a director appointed by an 

Investor may only be removed by that Investor. 

Contrast this with other directors who can often 

be removed by a decision of the majority of the 

board (and always by a majority of the ordinary 

shareholders).

The Founders should be mindful of the 

following:

 ■ The term sheet should not entitle the Investors 

to appoint the majority of the directors – this 

would effectively give the Investors positive 

control of the company’s board.

 ■ The board should remain sufficiently small 

after the investment to be manageable – too 

many people in the boardroom often causes 

the board to be less functional.

 ■ The board should remain reasonably balanced 

between the Founders, Investors and any 

independent directors that have been, or are 

to be, appointed.

To protect his or her position in the company, 

it is possible for a Founder to negotiate 

for the right to appoint a director (usually 

themselves). This would entrench his or her 

position in the company because the Founder 

could not be removed from the board without 

his or her own consent.

If the Founders are reluctant to grant a board 

seat to the Investors, they may be able to 

negotiate so that the Investors are only entitled 

to appoint a board observer (‘Observer’). An 

Observer is entitled to attend and speak at 

all board meetings but cannot participate in 

any vote of the board. Occasionally, Investors 

may prefer to appoint an Observer in order to 

avoid the perceived legal liability and duties 

associated with being a director.

CONSENT MATTERS
Investors will typically seek consent rights (or 

veto rights) over certain company actions, which 

will usually be outlined in the term sheet. If the 

company wishes to carry out any actions that 

are subject to consent rights, it will have to seek 

approval from the Investor before doing so.

Veto rights are standard in equity investor 

transactions, and their purpose is to protect the 

Investors’ investment rather than restrict the 

day-to-day running of the company.

Although Founders should expect to accept 

a number of veto rights, there will be room 

for negotiation if particular veto rights are 

not aligned with the investment or would 

materially inhibit the day-to-day running of the 

EXAMPLE 3.  1x Preference

The post-money valuation is £5 million. The Investors invested £1 million and hold 20 per cent of 

the shares in the company.

On a Liquidation Event, the Investors would have a choice to take from the proceeds either:

 ■ the percentage of the shares that they own (i.e. 20 per cent) or
 ■ the first £1 million (the liquidation preference).

On this basis, if the company liquidates for less than £5 million, the Investors are likely to take 

the first £1 million as a liquidation preference. If the company liquidates for £5 million or more, 

the Investors are likely to choose to receive proceeds based on their percentage shareholding 

(i.e. 20 per cent) rather than in accordance with the liquidation preference. If the Investors have a 

2x preference, they would be entitled to receive the first £2 million of the proceeds.
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EXAMPLE 4.  Matters Requiring Consent
 ■ Issuing any further shares;

 ■ Granting any option, warrant, convertible loan or other rights to subscribe for, or convert into, 

additional shares (although it is typical to have a carve-out that allows the company to grant 

options as part of an employee incentive scheme);

 ■ Altering the Articles;

 ■ Selling or disposing of a material part of the business or its assets or intellectual property;

 ■ Approving or adopting accounts or business plans;

 ■ Passing any resolution to liquidate, wind up or strike off the company; and

 ■ Employing people above a particular salary threshold or materially changing the remuneration 

of Founders or key directors.

business. Usually the negotiations are centred 

around:

 ■ whether consent should be required for 

the general issue of additional shares or 

simply the issue of shares at a lower issue 

price;

 ■ the amount of debt the company can incur 

before it needs Investor consent; and

 ■ the amount of money the company can spend 

before Investor consent is required.

As the company progresses through funding 

rounds, it should attempt to ensure that Investors 

receive veto rights as a collective (so the majority 

can give consent) rather than as separate veto 

rights for each Investor; if every Investor has 

an individual veto or consent right, this can be 

used as leverage over the company and can be 

burdensome for company operations.

A non-exhaustive list of possible consent 

matters is shown in Example 4.

LEGAL TERMS

WARRANTIES
A warranty is an assurance that a particular 

statement of fact is true and can be relied upon 

by the Investors. The primary purpose of a 

warranty is to give the Investors a complete and 

accurate understanding of the recent history, the 

current conditions, the intellectual property and 

other crucial features of the company, allowing 

them to make an informed, risk-based investment 

decision. The Investors will expect to see 

appropriate warranties provided by the company, 

and Founders and shareholders who are actively 

managing the company; these parties will be 

the ‘Warrantors’. The warranties are typically 

contained within the Investment Agreement.

Warranties will typically cover (at least) the 

following areas:

 ■ legal existence of the company (including all 

share capital details);

 ■ financial status of the company;

 ■ business plan;

 ■ assets (including intellectual property);

 ■ liabilities;

 ■ material contracts;

 ■ employees; and

 ■ litigation.

Warrantors’ liability in respect of warranty 

breaches is usually limited according to the 

severity of the breach, the size of the investment 

and the financial resources of the Warrantor, 

and will be subject to negotiation. Commonly, 

the company’s liability is limited to the amount 

actually invested by the Investors in the relevant 

investment round. The Founders’ liability will be 

limited to an amount equal to (or a multiple of) 

each Founder’s salary. If the Founders do not 

derive a salary from the company, an amount 
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aimed at providing a disincentive against 

inaccurate warranties will be negotiated.

FOUNDERS VESTING AND GOOD 
AND BAD LEAVERS
Founders vesting is a mechanism whereby 

a proportion of shares held by the Founders 

is subject to a right of repurchase (often at 

a specified price) if the Founders leave the 

company within a certain period after the 

investment has occurred. Usually, the Founders’ 

shares fully vest at the end of the specified 

period or in the event of an exit (sale or initial 

public offering) before the end of the time 

period. Once vested, the shares can no longer 

be repurchased. The proportion of shares that 

is subject to repurchase generally decreases 

over time. For example, a Founder’s shares may 

vest over a period of four years from the date of 

investment, with 25 per cent vesting at the end 

of each anniversary of investment.

Founders who leave the company prior to the 

end of the vesting period or an exit event are 

typically characterised as either good leavers 

or bad leavers. Good leavers are generally 

individuals who leave their employment 

through no fault or decision of their own; 

their employment ends due to retirement, 

redundancy, disability or death. Bad leavers 

are often those who are dismissed for poor 

performance or misconduct or leave voluntarily 

to join a competitor or change careers.

Although heavily negotiated, good leaver/bad 

leaver provisions often operate as follows:

 ■ Good leavers will be required to offer their shares 

to the company and/or the other shareholders 

at the higher of (1) fair market value and (2) the 

price originally paid for the shares.

 ■ Bad leavers will be required to offer their shares 

to the company and/or the other shareholders 

at the lower of (1) fair market value and (2) the 

price originally paid for the shares.

As Founders are usually vital to the running 

of a new business, vesting and good leaver/

bad leaver provisions are designed to protect 

Investors by providing contractual incentives for 

the Founders to remain working at the company.

DRAG-ALONG RIGHTS
Investors will usually seek to include drag-

along rights (‘Drag Rights’) in the term sheet. A 

Drag Right is a contractual mechanism to force 

minority shareholders to sell their shares to a 

purchaser if a specified percentage, usually a 

significant majority, of the other shareholders 

agree. This mechanism is important to Investors 

because it ensures that a potential exit cannot 

be blocked by minority shareholders.

Founders will obviously want to retain some 

control over the potential sale of the company; 

therefore, it is important that the Drag Right 

percentage is set at the right level to ensure a 

degree of Founders’ control or ability to veto.

TAG-ALONG RIGHTS
Conversely, the Founders may wish to include 

tag-along rights (‘Tag Rights’) in the term 

sheet, which protect existing minority Investors. 

Under a Tag Right, if the Investors or another 

significant shareholder sell their shares in the 

company, the remaining minority shareholders 

will have the right to join the deal on the same 

terms and conditions as the Investor.

PRE-EMPTION ON NEW ISSUES
Pre-emption rights on new issues of shares, 

often referred to as a right of first refusal 

(ROFR), are a provision that entitles Investors 

to be offered any further shares of the company 

before they are offered to third parties.

Although a ROFR clause is not controversial 

and often applies to all shareholders, not 

just Investors, the Investors may be the only 

shareholders that are able to undertake 

any follow-on investment. Accordingly, the 

Founders will need to determine the  

follow-on shareholding percentages following 

Vesting and good leaver/bad leaver 
provisions are designed to protect 
Investors by providing contractual 
incentives for the Founders to 
remain working at the company.
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any participation in an ROFR and the impact 

this might have on other shareholder provisions 

that are subject to shareholder percentages 

(e.g. investor consent, appointment and removal 

of directors, drag-along and tag-along).

PRE-EMPTION ON TRANSFERS
Term sheets often also contain pre-emption 

rights for the transfer of shares, which apply if 

an existing shareholder is seeking to sell their 

shares in the company (‘Sale Shares’). In this 

scenario, the Sale Shares would first be offered 

to the other shareholders in proportion to their 

existing shareholding, with the option to acquire 

additional shares to the extent that any of the 

other existing shareholders do not take up their 

pro rata entitlement to the Sale Shares. Any 

Sale Shares remaining after this process can be 

issued to third parties. As with ROFR, a pre-

emption right on transfer is not controversial; 

however, Founders should consider what impact 

this may have on the shareholding percentages 

if some shareholders do not have the funds to 

participate in the pre-emption right.

BINDING NATURE
As previously mentioned, term sheets reflect the 

key commercial and legal terms agreed between 

the Founders and the Investors. However, as a 

general rule, they should not be legally binding 

between the parties as they do not contain 

sufficient information or legal detail to act as 

definitive agreements.

Notwithstanding the above, the following 

clauses of a term sheet should be legally binding 

to ensure parties’ rights are protected:

 ■ confidentiality – this ensures that the potential 

deal (and its terms) are kept confidential until 

the parties are ready to announce;

 ■ costs – each party will typically cover its own 

costs (e.g. financial, legal) in respect of any 

investment; and

 ■ governing law and jurisdiction – a suitable 

governing law and jurisdiction should be 

decided to settle any disputes arising from 

the term sheet (e.g. if either party breaches 

the confidentiality provision).

EXCLUSIVITY PERIOD
Term sheets often include an exclusivity period 

during which the company and the Founders 

will not negotiate an investment with other 

third parties. This period typically ranges 

from four to eight weeks and demonstrates 

that the company is, in good faith, willing 

to forgo conversations with other potential 

Investors. This can also be tied-in with a costs 

clause, which results in the company paying 

the Investors if it breaches the exclusivity 

provisions.

CONCLUSION
Term sheets represent an important milestone 

in a company’s development and are usually 

welcomed by Founders as they validate the 

EXAMPLE 5.  Drag-Along Rights
Post-investment, shares are held as follows:

 ■ Investors: 40 per cent
 ■ Founders: 30 per cent
 ■ Other minority shareholders: 30 per cent

The term sheet and investment documents include a Drag Right at 70 per cent shareholding.

In this scenario, if a third party made an offer to purchase the company, the Investors and the 

Founders, or the Investors and other minority shareholders, would be able to force either the 

other minority shareholders or Founders (as applicable) to sell their shares. The Founders and 

other minority shareholders would not be able to force the Investors to sell their shares to the 

third-party purchaser in this scenario.
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Founders’ creation and hard work. Following 

initial discussions, Investors will often push 

for term sheets to be agreed without delay. 

However, although Founders may be keen to 

finalise an investment as quickly as possible, 

they should be mindful that the initial draft of 

a term sheet will usually be weighted in the 

Investors’ favour and may include terms that the 

Founders do not fully understand.

Prior to signing any term sheet, Founders should 

seek legal advice to ensure their interests, and 

those of the company, are adequately protected 

and that the deal is on ‘market’ terms.

www.yesbusinesscan.com
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